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The one with beauty & brains

Convenience at your beck n call

To succeed in this fast world, merely keeping pace

Talk about functionality with detailing and Gallop is designed

isn’t enough.

just for that. Its unique features provide convenience at your
beck n call and guard your body from common urbane

To march ahead, you need to Gallop and that too in style.

ailments like backache, fatigue etc.

But firstly let’s understand the mandatory requisite
to gallop. You need to be comfortable, relaxed and
absolutely composed to take the position and gallop.
Your chair actually decides how much stress you can take
or how much can you stretch. Godrej Interio brings you
a miraculous chair that’s not only stylish & cozy but
ergonomically designed for optimum comfort. And when
we say this, we mean it.
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The standard chair has a height adjustable back (range 70mm) - which allows the chair
to expand / contract in height to provide the right ergonomic back and lumbar support to a
wider range of people.
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The seat has an IN-BUILT seat depth adjustment (range 60mm) to make the seat depth
bigger / smaller and provide the right fit to a wider range of people.
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The 1: 2 synchro mechanism has a ‘Easy Reach” TILT TENSION KNOB to adjust the tilting
force as per user’s comfort requirement.
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The GALLOP chair is built on a unique BIO-SYNCHRO mechanism platform... wherein,
when the back tilts, the seat GLIDES in ‘tandem’ with the back to ensure full contact and
support of the user’s lumbar area at all positions.
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The mechanism also has a user friendly 5 position TILT LIMITER - to support users
alternating between various tasks being performed:
a: Upright position: Computer / Desk working
b: 2 and 3: Business interactions / Meetings / Telephone discussions / Casual
conversations
c: 4 and 5: Thinking / Reading
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The fully loaded version comes with a 4 way ADJUSTABLE armrest - height width,
forward-backward and swivel to provide support to forearms & shoulder for a variety of
tasks. The height adjustment is spring loaded for ease of operation and adjustment. Other
option available has only height adjustable arms.
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Wellness@work is a Godrej Interio initiative committed to helping improve the health
of employees in modern workspaces. To know more, email to dr.sitright@godrej.com

GALLOP YOUR WORKFORCE

GALLOP CHAIR - 9T02AS
WIDTH (W)

: 79.0 CM.

DEPTH (D)

: 79.0 CM.

HEIGHT (H)

: 99.0-116.0 CM.

SEAT HEIGHT (SH) : 43.5-53.5 CM.
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UNSPECIFIED TOL. = _+ 0.5 CM.

